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verification

“Please make sure 
to come by and see 
us at DAC in July. 
We’ll be happy to 
talk more about the 
Advanced Verification 
Methodology, and 
any of the articles 
recently appearing in 
Verification Horizons” 

      —Tom Fitzpatrick

As I write this, it’s been raining here in 

Massachusetts for most of the last two weeks, 

although we’re finally having some sunny 

weather. Now, if it would only warm up.

This month’s issue is dedicated to the topics 

of reuse and methodology. In case you haven’t 

heard, Mentor Graphics recently announced our 

Questa 6.2 release, along with our Advanced 

Verification Methodology. Our featured article 

provides a detailed explanation of the AVM, 

which includes a library of reusable transaction-

based verification components as well as the 

Verification Cookbook, an easy-to-read guide 

to using these components to build modular, 

coverage-driven testbench environments in 

SystemVerilog or SystemC. I’d like to thank my 

colleague, Mark Glasser, for coming up with the 

“Joy of Cooking” analogy for this article.

Of course, coverage-driven verification 

doesn’t do very much without a useful way to 

measure coverage. So, our “Product Corner” 

article, “Managing Verification through Metrics,” 

introduces the new Unified Coverage Database 

in Questa 6.2. The UCDB offers the first 

comprehensive platform for coverage-based 

analysis and management of the verification 

process by combining both code and functional 

coverage into a single database, with a single 

information model for accessing and analyzing 

the data.                   continued, page 2
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When you stop and think about it, the 

coverage question really boils down to “how 

many times (if any) did something interesting 

happen?” The flexibility of the UCDB allows 

you to specify your own definition of 

“interesting,” whether it’s a particular line 

of RTL code being executed, a particular 

PSL or SVA coverage point being hit, or 

a SystemVerilog covergroup capturing a 

particular data value. As the article points out, 

you can then use that information to make your 

verification process much more predictable.

In introducing the AVM, we are hoping 

to foster an environment where partners 

and other users can contribute additional 

components or other functionality to the AVM 

library. To that end, we have two articles 

that talk about creating AVM-compliant 

components. The first is from Harry Foster, 

our “ace-in-the-hole” formal verification and 

assertions expert. It details the process for 

“Creating an AVM Compliant Bus Monitor 

Using Assertions.” In the article, Harry shows 

how SystemVerilog’s built-in flexibility lets you 

embed assertions in a module both to check 

behavior and to gather coverage, and also 

to use the transaction-level communication 

classes provided by the AVM to communicate 

coverage or other verification information to 

the rest of your testbench.

In our “Partners’ Corner,” we have an 

interesting article from our friends at Paradigm 

Works, one of the many members of our new 

Questa Vanguard Program (QVP). The QVP 

was established to bring together world-class 

product integrations and interoperability to 

enhance the Questa verification offerings, 

and to build a strong and comprehensive 

SystemVerilog ecosystem. QVP extends 

Mentor Graphics’ breadth of design and 

verification technologies through partnership 

with other industry-leading companies that 

provide verification related tools and methods, 

verification IP, conversion services, training 

and consulting. This allows Questa users 

to easily identify the right partner for their 

design and verification needs. We already have 

close to 30 well-recognized companies in the 

QVP, and our partners support more than 30 

protocols with over 50 verification IP elements. 

For more information on this program please 

visit out web site, http://www.mentor.com/

products/fv/partners/vanguard_program.cfm .

To give you a taste of the kinds of things 

our QVP partners are doing, the Paradigm 

Works article discusses the implementation of 

an AVM-compliant component beyond what 

is included in the AVM library. In “Detecting 

End-of-Test Conditions: A Shutdown Manager 

Implementation for an AVM-Based Verification 

Environment,” the authors discuss some 

of the issues associated with managing 

the different phases of a multi-threaded 

verification environment and take us through 

the requirements and implementation of 

the Shutdown Manager. As a QVP partner, 

Paradigm Works has had early access to the 

AVM code and, like other QVP members, has 

been a willing collaborator in helping to extend 

the functionality of the AVM offering. We 

encourage you to talk to us (qvp_program@

mentor.com) if you have similar contributions 

to make.

Lastly, from the broader Mentor Graphics 

community, we have an article from our 

HDL Designer team to help you answer the 

question, “Is Your RTL Worthy of Reuse?” This 

article lays out several criteria you can use to 

measure the quality of your RTL code from  

a reuse standpoint in order to make it easier  

to share design blocks across projects.

So now I invite you to sit back, relax,  

and enjoy this issue of Verification Horizons, 

preferably out in the warm sunshine, or at least 

in a cubicle with a window view. Please make 

sure to come by and see us at DAC in July. 

We’ll be happy to talk more about the AVM 

and verification in general. Let’s hope that 

Mark Twain’s quip about “the coldest Winter 

I ever spent was the Summer I spent in San 

Francisco” doesn’t apply this year.

Respectfully submitted,

Tom Fitzpatrick

Verification Technologist

Design Verification and Test
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inTroducTion

Tomorrow your son turns seven and a dozen 

neighborhood kids will descend on your house 

for a party. Presents wrapped, decorations in 

place, furniture bolted to the floor.  Now you just 

need a birthday cake. You get out a mixing bowl, 

wooden spoon, and cake pan. You reach into the 

pantry and get flour and sugar. Is it baking soda 

or baking powder? How many eggs? How much 

flour? Can you get away with margarine for the 

frosting? You could blunder around the kitchen 

and hope for something edible and cake-like. 

Not a good idea. You picture the bedlam and the 

damage those nice little boys could do to your 

den. Wisely, you go to your bookshelf, pull out 

your trusty copy of “Joy of Cooking ,” and look 

up Cakes. In a few pages the book explains the 

essentials. Suddenly things are under control. 

An hour and a half later you’re feeling slightly 

smug as you pull a lovely golden cake from the 

oven and slather on the chocolate butter cream 

frosting.

Similar to baking your first cake, the vast 

array of possibilities afforded by languages like 

SystemVerilog and SystemC can be daunting. 

You could blunder around for a while and 

hope that you build a reasonable verification 

infrastructure. Not a good idea. Not when 

the viability of your design is at stake. You 

picture the damage your boss could do to your 

office. Instead of staring at SystemVerilog and 

SystemC manuals, you can grab your copy of 

the Verification Cookbook. Inside you’ll find 

examples of how to use them to solve the 

verification problems you face every day. As part 

of the Mentor Graphics Advanced Verification 

Methodology (AVM) — an open-source 

library of reusable, parameterized verification 

components that serve as the “ingredients” 

— the Verification Cookbook helps you through 

the planning and execution of your verification 

infrastructures in much the same way that 

the Joy of Cooking helps you make a cake 

from scratch. It is an open source guide to 

constructing modular, reusable testbenches 

that take advantage of advanced verification 

techniques, allowing you to create order out of 

the seeming chaos of the “kitchen.”

WhaT is meThodoloGy?

In the etymological sense, the term 

methodology literally means the study (“ology”) 

of methods. In more practical terms, it means 

“knowledge of what works and what doesn’t.”  

As Moore’s Law continues its inexorable 

march, the increased size and complexity 

of designs continues to push design and 

verification methodologies to higher and higher 

levels of abstraction. These upward shifts in 

abstraction tend to occur about every decade or 

so. Since the schematic-to-RTL shift happened 

more than a decade ago, we are overdue for the 

next shift. In fact, this shift is occurring now, 

from RTL to transaction-level modeling (TLM).

Of course, abstract designs must eventually 

be converted back to detailed designs in order to 

be implemented. The most interesting aspect of 

this shift to TLM is that it is the first shift upward 

in modeling abstraction that is not accompanied 

by a corresponding, automated path back down 

to the lower abstraction level. The RTL shift 

was accompanied by, and to a great extent was 

actually caused by, the advent of synthesis. In 

contrast, as a design moves up to the transaction 

level, although there are some tools that can 

automate parts of the process, the transition 

down to RTL is still essentially a manual one. The 

only way to ensure the integrity of the transition 

is to put together a verification environment that 

can effectively verify the design at multiple levels 

of abstraction.

In order to put such a verification environment 

together, one needs a methodology that is 

targeted at solving the problem of how to 

verify designs consistently at multiple levels 

of abstraction. In addition, the methodology 

must make it easy for users to take advantage 

of functional coverage, constrained-random 

stimulus generation, assertions, and other 

advanced verification techniques. To address 

these important issues of functional verification, 

Mentor announces the Advanced Verification 

Methodology (AVM).

 WhaT is The aVm?

The AVM is the first, open, non-proprietary 

verification methodology, implemented in both 

SystemC and SystemVerilog, that supports 

a true system-level-through-RTL design and 

verification flow. The AVM provides libraries of 

base classes (in SystemC and SystemVerilog) 

and modules (in SystemVerilog) in open-source 

form. This forms the basis of an advanced 

testbench environment that combines 

transaction technology with traditional RTL 

verification techniques to provide a complete 

verification platform for verifying designs 

at any level of abstraction. These libraries 

have been implemented to solve many of 

the infrastructure-level problems typically 

encountered in setting up such environments, 

thereby improving the user’s productivity by 

yielding functioning, reliable testbenches much 

faster than would be possible without the AVM.

The communication mechanism between 

verification components in the AVM is based 

on the use of TLM interfaces, as defined in 

the Open SystemC Initiative (OSCI) TLM-1.0 

standard and implemented in both SystemC 

and SystemVerilog. By standardizing communi-

cation between components, users are free to 

Introducing the Mentor Graphics Advanced Verification Methodology  
by Tom Fitzpatrick and Mark Glasser, Verification Technologists, Design Verification and Test, Mentor Graphics Corporation
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focus on the component behavior to support 

constrained-random stimulus generation, 

functional coverage, scoreboarding, and more. 

Since all components utilize the same standard 

interfaces, the components themselves are 

highly reusable within and across multiple 

projects – another substantial productivity gain 

for the user. Productivity is further enhanced 

since the focus on TLM interfaces makes it 

easier to develop verification components at 

higher levels of abstraction, simplifying coding, 

debug, and test.

By relying on standard TLM interfaces, 

it is now possible to begin assembling a 

testbench around an early, transaction-level, 

system model of a design. This testbench can 

be reused throughout the design refinement 

process simply by adding new components or 

adapters to convert the high-level transactions 

in the testbench to RTL behaviors connected to 

the device under test.

Figure 1: Reusing a transaction-level 

testbench with an RTL design.

In addition to the libraries of verification 

components, TLM interfaces, and other 

utilities, the AVM includes extensive runnable 

examples, in both SystemVerilog and SystemC,  

 

that progress incrementally from the basics 

of modularity and reusability up to realistic, 

domain-specific examples that illustrate 

how to assemble advanced coverage-driven 

testbenches. These examples and supporting 

libraries are delivered in open-source form, 

so the libraries and models provided can be 

used freely to help users get up and running 

on the next project. The AVM also comes 

with extensive, book-form documentation: 

the Verification Cookbook. The Verification 

Cookbook discusses the different concepts 

introduced in each example. 

The AVM’s unique package of libraries, 

examples, and documentation provides an 

easy-to-use kit to get even the beginning 

verification engineer up and running quickly, 

while providing the features, modularity, and 

reusability that advanced verification engineers 

have come to expect.

aVm is True sysTemVeriloG

The Questa™ verification platform was 

architected from the ground-up explicitly to 

support SystemVerilog the way it was specified 

in the LRM, providing the full flexibility of this 

robust language to verification engineers of 

all experience levels. This flexibility ultimately 

comes from the fact that SystemVerilog is 

defined to allow the free mixing of classes, 

modules, and interfaces. All of the AVM 

components are parameterized using the built-

in parameterization features of SystemVerilog, 

so the user is free to customize them as needed, 

while retaining full visibility into the operation of 

the components. The AVM takes full advantage 

of this flexibility to provide both the power that 

HVL users are used to and the ease-of-adoption 

required by HDL users, who may not be fully 

familiar or comfortable with object-oriented 

programming. 

aVm is “lanGuaGe-neuTral”

As mentioned above, the AVM relies on the use 

of TLM as the basic communication mechanism 

between verification components. In addition 

to extensive documentation and examples, the 

AVM also provides implementations of TLM 

in both SystemVerilog and SystemC, so all of 

the concepts addressed by the AVM apply to 

the general development of testbenches and 

verification environments, regardless of the 

underlying language used for implementation. 

Obviously, each language has its strengths and 

weaknesses, but the AVM includes libraries and 

other infrastructures that take advantage of their 

respective strengths while supplying additional 

functionality to address their weaknesses.

For example, the SystemC TLM 

implementation relies on the use of multiple 

inheritance to provide the flexibility, reuse, and 

protection discussed above. In SystemVerilog, 

standard Object-Oriented Programming 

techniques are used to implement the same 

interfaces and afford the same advantages 

of TLM as provided in SystemC. Conversely, 

SystemVerilog includes assertions and 

functional coverage directly in the language. 

In SystemC, a library of functional coverage 

components provides functionality similar 

to that of the SystemVerilog covergroup 

construct, affording SystemC users the same 
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kinds of coverage capabilities. In SystemC, all 

components are themselves classes, so class/

module duality is not an issue. SystemVerilog 

handles this issue deftly through its flexible use 

of either classes or modules for verification 

components.

Just as important, the AVM is also language-

neutral with respect to the design language 

used. Through the single-kernel, mixed-

language environment provided by Questa, the 

AVM testbench can be connected to designs in 

Verilog, VHDL, SystemVerilog, SystemC, or any 

combination thereof. In fact, the ability of the 

AVM to connect to VHDL designs means that, for 

the first time, VHDL users now have a standard, 

object-oriented testbench environment that they 

can use to apply all of the advanced verification 

features mentioned in this article.

summary

From a high-level standpoint, the AVM is 

intended to support the creation of modular 

reusable testbenches. By freely mixing classes 

and modules, the AVM has the advantage 

of being easy to connect directly to an RTL 

DUT, while retaining all the needed flexibility 

and configurability that HVL users have 

come to expect and demand. In addition to 

simplifying the DUT connections, the use of 

modules allows AVM-compliant components 

to contain assertions to check behaviors and 

collect coverage information, which can be 

communicated to the rest of the testbench via 

TLM. The use of TLM, implemented in both 

SystemVerilog and SystemC, allows the exact 

same concepts to be applied to system-level 

architectural models written in SystemC as to 

RTL and gate-level models in SystemVerilog, 

Verilog, and VHDL. 

Regardless of the language used for either the 

testbench or the design, the AVM makes it much 

easier for users to define the topology of the test 

environment, leaving the verification engineers 

free to focus on the functionality of the specific 

components, such as stimulus generators, 

drivers, monitors, and scoreboards. Because 

Questa was architected from the ground-up to 

support the full flexibility of SystemVerilog and 

SystemC, it gives the user a single environment 

that provides additional value beyond just the 

language support. Questa provides the best-in-

class infrastructure for debug, assertion-based 

verification, constrained-random stimulus 

generation, functional and code coverage 

analysis, as well as other productivity features. 

Mentor Graphics has always been a leading 

proponent of the use of standards, and the 

AVM is a further example of this commitment. 

This commitment to standards means that it is 

incumbent upon Mentor Graphics to provide 

value to our users beyond industry-leading 

support of standard languages. In addition to 

the value and productivity provided by Questa, 

all of the AVM libraries and examples are 

provided in open-source form, so users are 

free to use these to get up and running quickly. 

They can even add their own modifications on 

top of the source we provide. The extensive set 

of open-source examples, coupled with the 

Verification Cookbook, allows us to share the 

accumulated knowledge of our industry-leading 

verification experts, customers, and consulting 

partners to show what works and what does 

not for advanced functional verification of large, 

complex designs. 

end noTes

1. “Joy of Cooking” by Marion Rombauer Becker, 

Ethan Becker, and Irma S. Rombauer is a classic 

amongst cookbooks.  Most accomplished cooks 

have spent time studying this book learning as 

much about how to select, handle, and store 

ingredients as how to create finished dishes.

“Mentor Graphics has  

always been a leading 

proponent of the use of 

standards, and the AVM 

is a further example 

of this comitment.”
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inTroducTion
How do we know how well we are doing in 

verifying a design?  How is our current project 

progressing over time?  How does this project 

compare with previous projects?  Are we ready 

to sign-off?  What risks remain if we sign-off 

today?  We measure our progress using metrics.  

Coverage-driven verification is the application of 

metrics to the verification process.  Verification 

management applies metrics as a principle 

tool in guiding the efficient use of resources to 

achieve the goal of coverage closure (sign-off 

and tape-out).

We verify designs to ensure that the 

functionality is correct.  Functional correctness 

means that the actual observed design behavior 

matches the design intent.  Using metrics 

to assess verification completeness is not 

new.  Directed tests have functional coverage 

built implicitly within them.  Verification has 

traditionally relied on these implicit functional 

coverage points.  Code coverage assesses the 

thoroughness of exercising the implementation 

as expressed in RTL.  Bug trends indicate 

the progression to functional stability.  Bug 

open and closed statistics indicate progress 

towards repairing design behavior to match the 

functional specification (intent).

Today’s very complex designs present 

serious challenges to the verification engineer 

and the verification manager with up to 80% 

of the overall design cycle time spent in the 

verification phase. Constrained-random testing 

(CRT) greatly reduces the amount of verification 

code by applying automation to the process 

of generating test vectors, transactions and 

scenarios. In contrast to conventional directed  

 

testing, relatively few tests are coded but these 

are run with many different random seeds. This 

allows a larger amount of the design space to 

be explored compared to conventional directed 

testing methodology. However, since the 

functional points of the design are no longer 

implicitly encoded within the test, new metrics 

are required to assess what has and has not 

been tested.  These metrics have been termed 

functional coverage and verification languages 

such as SystemVerilog and PSL support the 

specification of functional coverage metrics 

for the design and its verification.  Mangan and 

Marriot have compared the use of CRT without 

functional coverage as analogous to shooting 

while blindfolded [1]. Functional coverage 

provides the feedback essential to knowing 

what functionality has been tested, what 

device configuration was used and, perhaps 

most important of all, what functionality has 

not been tested.  Functional coverage metrics 

are defined using assertion cover directives 

in SystemVerilog and PSL and covergroup 

coverage models in SystemVerilog.

Together, code coverage and functional 

coverage provide a complete view of 

verification progress.  Relating code coverage 

to the functional specification and functional 

coverage to either the functional specification or 

test plan, ensures the quality and completeness 

of the coverage data.  Managing all coverage 

data in a single place provides the verification 

manager the ability to see a complete picture 

of the current state of verification and analyze 

that information globally or locally in time and 

space, facilitating the optimal utilization of 

scarce resources to the goal of achieving sign-

off and tape-out on schedule with minimum 

risk.  In the 6.2 release of Questa, Mentor 

Graphics introduces the Unified Coverage 

Database (UCDB).  The UCDB provides the 

foundation on which all Questa coverage-driven 

and verification management facilities depend.

This article does not cover the use of 

SystemVerilog or PSL cover directives and 

assertions or how to use SystemVerilog 

covergroups.  For more information on the use of 

SystemVerilog functional coverage capabilities, 

please refer to Marriott and Bailey[2].  Books on 

assertion languages, such as Foster, et al[3], 

Cohen, et al[�] and Cohen, et al[5] provide a 

wonderful resource for learning and using 

assertions (including cover directives).

ucdb oVerVieW
Figure 1 provides an architectural overview of 

the UCDB.  All coverage data from a verification 

run are recorded into the UCDB.  A verification 

run could be a simulation, formal verification 

model checking session or any other relevant 

verification task which can produce trusted 

information as to whether some coverage 

metric was “hit.”  For example, simulation can 

generate any or all of the following coverage 

data:

• Statement coverage

• Finite State Machine (FSM) 

   coverage, state and transition coverage

• Branch & expression coverage

• Toggle coverage

• Assertion coverage

• Cover directive coverage

• Functional coverage 

   (SystemVerilog covergroups)

• Transaction coverage

Managing Verification through Metrics:
Exploiting Questa’s Unified Coverage Database
by Stephen Bailey, Product Marketing Manager, Simulation, Mentor Graphics Corporation

and Darron May, Product Marketing Manager, Verification Management, Mentor Graphics Corporation
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Formal verification can provide any or all of 

the following coverage data:

• Unreachable statements

• “Stuck-at” registers

• Unfireable assertions

• Proven assertions (unbounded proof)

• Bounded-proof assertions

Conceptually, the UCDB may be viewed as 

either the results of a single verification run 

or the merged results of multiple verification 

runs.  For the purposes of the structure of the 

UCDB, it doesn’t matter if the data recorded 

came from merged results or individual results.  

This structure provides the user flexibility in 

managing the coverage data.  Some forms of 

analysis require access to individual verification 

run results.  Other analyses work from merged 

results.

Figure 1. UCDB Architecture & Interfaces

Another important aspect of the management 

of the verification process is the need to identify 

what form of verification was used to produce 

certain results in a database.  The UCDB 

also includes the ability to record important 

data associated with the coverage results, in 

the form of test records.  For example when 

running constrained-random tests (CRT) it is 

important to record all set-up data necessary for 

repeating the test, like command line switches 

and randomization seeds.  Other useful data 

like memory requirements, CPU run time and 

information on the user who ran the test are 

all necessary for verification management and 

analysis of the generated data.  The UCDB data 

model is able to handle all of this information 

with much being stored automatically when a 

simulation is run. 

A consistent structure supports a single C 

language API to the coverage data (whether 

merged or individual results) and the test record 

data.  A supported C API delivers important 

flexibility allowing read/write access to all data 

within the UCDB.

VeriFicaTion coVeraGe holes 

The most obvious use of the UCDB is the 

identification of verification coverage holes.  A 

hole is a coverage point that has not been hit, 

or has not been hit a sufficient number of times, 

or in conjunction with another coverage point 

(cross coverage).  Examples:

• If one or more statements in a process have  

not been hit, then it is unknown if those 

statements function properly.

• If certain transitions have not been taken  

within a Finite State Machine (FSM) then it is 

unknown whether or not the design will react 

correctly in all possible scenarios.

• If a FIFO has never been full, then you do not 

know if a failed attempt to push an item onto a 

full FIFO will be handled properly by the design.

• If you have seen every type of transaction  

on the bus and you have seen a bus transaction 

interrupted, but you have not seen all bus 

transactions interrupted, then you do not  

know that the system handles all interrupt 

scenarios properly.

TesT rankinG

Simulation farms are commonly used to 

run test regressions 2�/7.  CRT verification 

environments enable the maximum use of 

verification resources.  However, due to the 

random portion of CRT, there’s no guarantee 

that each simulation run returns unique and 

valuable results.  Test ranking orders tests 

based on their contribution towards achieving 

targeted coverage results.

Not all tests are created equal.  Frequently, 

projects will identify a core set of mandatory 

tests.  Test ranking must take these mandatory 

tests into consideration.  The UCDB’s ability 

to store test records allows it to include a flag 

that can be set to mark a test as mandatory. 

The Questa test ranking utility then creates a 

coverage base composed of either the specified 

set of mandatory tests or the test which 

generates the highest absolute percentage of 

coverage.  Each test’s coverage results are 

compared to determine which test generates 

the greatest amount of incremental coverage 

followed by the next greatest amount, etc. As 

both code coverage and functional coverage 

metrics are stored in the same database, 

the amount of incremental coverage can be 

calculated from all the stored metrics or any 

combination of the stored metrics. The ranking 

algorithm is also able to set absolute goals on 

any individual supported metric, exiting the 

ranking process once the goals have been 

reached. It is also possible to set a weighting 

value on any supported metric so that more 

importance can be placed on one metric over 

another during ranking.

Test ranking is an example of a more general 

analysis capability:  Identifying the test or set 

of tests that best achieve a defined objective.  

Through its C API and the data recorded, the 

UCDB provides users the ability to identify tests 

based on virtually any relevant criteria.

                 continued, page 10
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Examples include:

• Identify the minimum number of tests to 

achieve the highest possible functional and 

code coverage. 

• Identify all tests that hit coverage points 

within a specified scope or sub-hierarchy of 

the design.  This set of tests might be useful 

for running a “mini” regression targeting a 

functional block that recently changed.

• Identify a set of tests that form a “sanity” 

check regression that provides the highest 

coverage within 8 hours of simulation time.

coVeraGe QualiTy  
& TesT TrackinG 

After 6 months of running tests 2�/7, you 

have achieved 100% functional coverage.  It is 

time to pop the champagne corks and celebrate, 

right?

Maybe!

Why maybe?  It depends on the quality of 

your coverage.  If you have 100% functional 

coverage but you have defined only enough 

functional coverage points to cover 50% of the 

capabilities of the design, your 100% coverage 

is really only 50% coverage.  Assessing the 

quality of coverage is a critical part of coverage-

driven verification.

Because the UCDB holds all the coverage 

data, of every type, that need to be managed, 

each type of coverage data can be assessed 

relative to the other.  If code coverage is 

low and functional coverage high, then the 

implementation (i.e., the RTL code) has not 

been thoroughly exercised.  This suggests 

that the number of defined functional coverage 

points is probably low relative to the complexity 

of the design and the verification plan is in need 

of review.  Similarly, if code coverage is high and 

functional coverage low, then the complexity of 

the functionality exceeds what can be easily 

assessed from automated coverage metrics.  

The verification plan needs to be reviewed to 

determine how to stimulate the design to hit the 

functional coverage points.  For example, there 

may be a number of cross coverage points 

defined to capture key interaction scenarios.  

Additional analysis of the test scenarios and 

constraints would lead to creating a higher 

probability of hitting these interaction points.  

Of course, it could also indicate that you 

have more RTL code to write. In either case, 

bugs may remain unexposed and alive in the 

design.  Using the UCDB’s coverage viewer and 

reporting utilities helps expose imbalances in 

the level of coverage achieved across metrics.  

These important utilities help direct resources 

into defining additional coverage points or the 

need for additional testing.

A test plan is followed during the verification 

process to ensure that the design is fully tested. 

The test plan details the target features to be 

tested, and may include the checks necessary 

for each feature as well as the coverage goal for 

that feature. In addition to having the ability to 

store coverage data and test record data, the 

UCDB also has the ability to store test plans as 

a hierarchy of “scopes”. A tagging mechanism 

makes the association between test plan items 

and coverage items that have the same tag value. 

The test plan item and coverage item are then 

linked, allowing for test traceability analysis.  

Coverage items in the design can be related 

to test plan items, and then progress toward 

coverage goals may be evaluated relative to test 

plan goals, not merely coverage goals. 

summary 

Questa’s UCDB manages all verification 

coverage data in a single place.  Reporting 

and analysis utilities organize and present 

information targeting efficient management of 

the verification process.  The C language API 

supports the integration of coverage data from 

3rd party and homegrown verification tools.  

The C API provides organizations the ability to 

write their own custom reporting and analysis 

utilities.

The UCDB and related coverage viewing and 

analysis utilities will improve your verification 

management efficiency and help you to achieve 

coverage closure on time and with higher 

confidence through the deployment of truly 

coverage-driven verification.

end noTes 
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The Mentor Graphics Advanced Verification 

Methodology (AVM) describes a way 

to organize and build a state-of-the-art 

verification infrastructure that can be reused 

across multiple levels of abstraction (for 

example, transaction-level down to RTL 

implementation). The AVM provides many 

examples of how to effectively create SystemC 

and SystemVerilog transactors (for example,  

drivers, monitors, and responders), as well as 

other verification components (for example, 

stimulus generators, scoreboards, coverage 

collectors, and test controllers). In addition, 

the SystemVerilog implementation of the AVM 

takes advantage of the hardware-centric and 

object-oriented aspects of the language to 

provide these components implemented as 

either modules or classes. Using modules for 

verification components has the advantage 

for HDL users of being easy to instantiate 

and connect to the DUT, while class-based 

components give users more options for 

configuring the environment. In SystemVerilog, 

classes are easier to randomize than modules 

and can be dynamically instantiated as well 

as extended via OOP techniques. Many users 

of hardware verification languages, including 

SystemC and C++, have come to expect such 

flexibility in creating testbench environments. 

On the other hand, modules have the distinct 

advantage of being able to contain temporal 

assertions, which cannot be used in classes.

As we will see, assertions can be a very 

powerful tool to check the behavior of a 

system, but they can also be extremely useful 

in gathering coverage information about the 

transactions that have occurred. In looking 

at the bigger verification problem, however, a 

question often arises: Is it possible to create 

an assertion-based bus monitor that could be 

used in both simulation and formal verification? 

In this article, I demonstrate how to create an 

AVM-compliant assertion-based bus monitor 

that can be reused within a formal verification 

environment. For our example, I have chosen 

a simple unpipe-lined bus protocol. Our goal 

in this article is to demonstrate the process of 

creating an assertion-based bus monitor versus 

teach you all the details about a particular 

industry standard. Hence, I present a generic, 

simple, unpipelined parallel bus protocol design, 

which should allow you to focus on the process 

without getting overwhelmed by details.

To begin our discussion, let me define the 

term monitor. In the AVM do-main, a monitor is 

a verification component that is the complement 

of a driver. It watches pin activity and converts 

it to transactions that are used by other AVM 

verification components, such as a coverage 

collector, score-board, or response checker. A 

monitor is a passive component in that it does 

not change any pins. 

When coding a monitor for simulation, the 

verification engineer is free to take advantage 

of a wide variety of constructs within SystemC 

or System-Verilog, and is not restricted to a 

synthesizable subset of either language. An 

assertion-based monitor constructed with 

SystemVerilog assertions, on the other hand, is 

synthesizable and tends to be more declarative 

in nature—often taking advantage of the 

expressive power of property and sequence 

definitions.

Figure 1 illustrates an assertion-based 

bus monitor that is compliant with the AVM. 

Assertion-based monitors are used to validate 

bus activity. All protocol rules are captured as a 

set of assertions, which passively monitor the 

bus and flag any protocol violations.

Figure 1. AVM assertion-based bus monitor

Note that it is possible for all the components 

in this example, the driver, assertion-based 

monitor, and DUT, to use reusable pin level 

interfaces. This guarantees that the set of pins, 

their names, directionality, and sizes are con-

sistent among the various components that 

support the bus protocol. 

asserTion-based moniTor 
creaTion process

The systematic steps I follow to create our 

assertion-based bus monitor are as follows:

1. Create a block-diagram and define 

interface. Create a block-diagram and 

table that describes the details for the 

interface signals that must be referenced 

(monitored) when creating your set of formal 

properties. You will use this list to determine 

completeness of the requirement checklist 

during the review process.

            continued, page 12

Creating an AVM-Compliant Bus Monitor Using Assertions 
by Harry Foster, Principal Engineer, Mentor Graphics Corporation
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2. Create an overview description. Briefly 

describe the key characteristics of your bus 

and interface. The overview does not have  

to be in great detail but should highlight the 

major functions and features.

3. Create a natural language requirements 

checklist. List, in a natural language, all 

requirements for your bus and interface. Use 

a unique label identifier for each requirement, 

which helps map the SVA assertions back to 

the natural language requirements.

�. Convert checklist requirements into 

formal assertions. In this step, convert each 

of the natural language requirement into a 

set of formal SVA assertion, using whatever 

additional modeling is required to enable you 

to describe the intended behavior.

a simple unpipelined bus 
inTerFace example

Let’s begin by examining a simple, unpipelined 

parallel bus protocol. Figure 2 illustrates a 

simple unpipelined parallel bus design.

Figure 2. A simple unpipelined parallel bus 

protocol design

 

For our example, all signal transitions relate 

only to the rising edge of the bus clock (bclk). 

In the table to the right, I summarize the bus 

signals. 1 

I use a conceptual state machine to describe 

the operation of the bus for slave 0 (bsel[0]).  

I illustrate this in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Conceptual state machine  

describing bus operation

After a reset (that is, brst_n == 0), our 

simple parallel bus is initialized to its default 

INACTIVE state, which means both bsel and 

ben are de-asserted. To initiate a transfer, 

the bus moves into the START state, where a 

slave select signal, bsel[n], is asserted by the 

master, selecting a single slave component (in 

our case, bsel[0]). The bus only remains in the 

START state for one clock cycle, and will then 

move to the ACTIVE state on the next rising 

edge of the clock. The ACTIVE state only lasts 

a single clock cycle for the data transfer. Then, 

the bus will move back to the START state  

 

 

Table 1. Signal description

 if another transfer is required, which is indicated 

by the selection signal remaining asserted. 

Alternatively, if no additional transfers are 

required, the bus moves back to the INACTIVE 

state when the master de-asserts the slave’s 

select and bus enable signals. 

The address (baddr[31:0]), write control 

(bwrite), and the transfer enable (ben) signals 

are required to remain stable during the 

transition from the START to ACTIVE state. 

However, it is not a requirement that these 

signals remain stable during the transition from 

the ACTIVE state back to the START state.

basic WriTe operaTion

In the following figure, I illustrate a basic 

write operation for our simple parallel bus 

interface involving a bus master and slave zero 

(bsel[0]). 

Figure �. Basic write operation

Name Summary Description

bclk Bus clock The rising edge if bclk is used to time all bus transfers.

brst_n Bus reset An active low bus reset

bsel Slave select signal These signals indicate that a slave has been selected. Each 
slave has its own se-lect (for example, bsel[0] for slave 0).

ben Strobe enable Use to time bus accesses

bwrite Transfer direction When high, write access
When low, read access

baddr[31:0] Address Address bus

bdate[31:0] Data bus Write data driven when bwrite is high  
Read data read when bwrite is low
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At clock one, since both the slave select 

(bsel[0]) and bus enable (ben) signals are 

de-asserted, our bus is in an INACTIVE state, 

as I previously defined in our conceptual 

state machine. The state variable in the 

basic write operation waveform is actually a 

conceptual state of the bus, not a physical state 

implemented in the design. 

The first clock of the transfer is called the 

START cycle, which the master initiates by 

asserting one of the slave select lines. For our 

example, the master asserts bsel[0], and this is 

detected by the rising edge of clock two. During 

the START cycle, the master places a valid 

address on the bus and in the next cycle, places 

valid data on the bus. This data will be written to 

the currently selected slave component. 

The data transfer (referred to as the ACTIVE 

cycle) actually occurs when the master asserts 

the bus enable signal. In our case, it is detected 

on the rising edge of clock three. The address, 

data, and control signals all remain valid 

throughout the ACTIVE cycle. 

When the ACTIVE cycle completes, the bus 

enable signal (ben) is de-asserted by the bus 

master, and thus completes the current single 

cycle write operation. If the master has finished 

transferring all data to the slave (that is, there 

are no more write operations), then the master 

de-asserts the slave select signal (for example, 

bsel[0]). Otherwise, the slave select signal 

re-mains asserted, and the bus returns to the 

START cycle to initiate another write operation. 

It is not necessary for the address data values 

to remain valid during the transition from the 

ACTIVE cycle back to the START cycle.

basic read operaTion

In the following figure, I illustrate a basic 

read operation for our simple parallel bus 

interface involving a bus master and slave 

zero (bsel[0]). 

Figure 5. Basic read operation

Just like the write operation, since both the 

slave select (bsel[0]) and bus enable (ben) 

signals are de-asserted at clock one, our bus is 

in an INACTIVE state, as we previously defined 

in our conceptual state machine. The timing of 

the address, write, select, and enable signals 

are all the same for the read operation as they 

were for the write operation. In the case of a 

read, the slave must place the data on the bus for 

the master to access during the ACTIVE cycle,  

Table 2. Unpipelined requirements 

which our basic read operation figure illustrates 

at clock three. Like the write operation, back-

to-back read operations are permitted from a 

previously selected slave. However, the bus 

must always return to the START cycle after the 

completion of each ACTIVE cycle. 

unpipelined parallel  

bus inTerFace reQuiremenTs

When creating a set of SVA interface 

assertions for our simple parallel bus, our 

first task is to identify a comprehensive list of 

natural language requirements. We begin by 

classifying the requirements into categories, 

as shown in the following table.

To create a set of SystemVerilog assertions 

for our simple parallel bus, we begin by creating 

some modeling code to map the current values 

of the bsel and ben control signals (driven by 

the bus master) to the conceptual bus states. 

                 continued, page 14

Property name Summary

Bus legal state 

p_state_reset_inactive Initial state after reset is INACTIVE

p_valid_inactive_ 
transition

ACTIVE state does not follow INACTIVE

p_valid_start_transition INACTIVE state does not follow START

p_no_error_state Bus state must be valid

Bus select  

p_bsel_mutex Slave select signals are mutually exclusive

p_bselX_stable Slave select signals remain stable from START to ACTIVE

Bus address   

p_baddr_stable Address remains stable from START to ACTIVE

Bus write control   

p_bwrite_stable Control remains stable from START to ACTIVE

Bus data    

p_wdata_stable Data remains stable from START to ACTIVE
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We then write a set of assertions to detect 

protocol violations by monitoring illegal bus 

state transitions.

module unpipelined_bus_mon (
   bclk, 
   brst_n, 
   bsel, 
   ben,
   bwrite
);
   parameter MAX_SLAVES = �;
   input       bclk; 
   input       brst_n;
   input [MAX_SLAVES-1:0] bsel; 
   input       ben;
   input       bwrite;

   localparam INACTIVE = 2’b00;  
   localparam START    = 2’b01; 
   localparam ACTIVE   = 2’b10; 
   localparam ERROR    = 2’b11;

   wire   bus_reset    = ~brst_n;
   wire   bus_inactive = ~|(bsel) && ~ben; 
   wire   bus_start    =  |(bsel) && ~ben; 
   wire   bus_active   =  |(bsel) &&  ben; 
   wire   bus_error    = ~|(bsel) &&  ben; 
   wire [1:0] state; // conceptual state machine

   assign state        = bus_reset      ? INACTIVE :
                                   bus_inactive ? INACTIVE :
                                  bus_start       ? START : 
                                  bus_active     ? ACTIVE : 
                                                            ERROR ; 
   // SystemVerilog Assertions here

endmodule

Figure 6. Modeling code mapping bus to 

conceptual states 

We are now ready to write assertions for 

our bus interface requirements. Our first 

requirement states that after a reset, the 

bus must be initialized to an INACTIVE state 

(which means the bsel signals and ben are de-

asserted). Hence, I demonstrate how to write 

a SystemVerilog property for this requirement, 

and then we assert this property, as follows.

property p_state_reset_inactive;
     @(posedge bclk) 
        $rose(brst_n) |-> (state==INACTIVE);
endproperty
assert property (p_state_reset_inactive);

Figure 7. Bus must reset to INACTIVE state 

requirement

Similarly, we can write assertions for all the 

bus legal state requirements as follows: 

property p_valid_inactive_transition;
  @(posedge bclk) disable iff (!rst_n)
     (state==INACTIVE) |=> 
          (state==INACTIVE || state==START);
endproperty
assert property (p_valid_inactive_transition);

property p_valid_start_transition;
  @(posedge bclk) disable iff (!rst_n)
      (state==START) |=> (state==ACTIVE);
endproperty
assert property (p_valid_start_transition);

property p_valid_active_transition;
  @(posedge bclk) disable iff (!rst_n)
      (state==ACTIVE) |=>
           (state==START || start==INACTIVE);
endproperty
assert property (p_valid_active_transition);

property p_no_error_state;
  @(posedge bclk) disable iff (!brst_n)
      (state!=ERROR);
endproperty
assert property (p_no error_state); 

Figure 8. SystemVerilog assertions for bus 

legal state requirements

In the previous example, we created a set 

of properties that specifies the legal bus state 

transitions, as defined by our conceptual state 

machine. 

• Property p_valid_inactive_transition specifies 

that if the bus is currently in an INACTIVE 

state, then the next state of the bus must be 

either INACTIVE again or a START state. 

• Property p_valid_start_transition specifies 

that if the bus is currently in a START state, 

then on the next clock cycle, the bus must 

be in an ACTIVE state. 

• Property p_no_active_to_active specifies 

that if the bus is in an ACTIVE state, then on 

the next clock cycle, the bus must be in ei-

ther an INACTIVE state or START state. 

• Finally, property p_no_error_state 

specifies that only valid combinations  

of psel and en are permitted on the bus.

For the bus select requirements, we can 

write a set of SVA properties and assert these 

properties as follows.

 
property p_bsel_mutex;
  @(posedge bclk) disable iff (!brst_n)
      $onehot0(psel);
endproperty
assert property (p_bsel_mutex);

Figure 9. Bus select mutually exclusive 

requirements

property p_bselX_stable;
  @(posedge bclk) disable iff (!brst_n)
    (state==START) |=> $stable(bsel);
endproperty
assert property (p_bselX_stable);
property p_baddr_stable;
  @(posedge bclk) disable iff (!brst_n)
    (state==START) |=> $stable(baddr);
endproperty
assert property (p_baddr_stable);
property p_bwrite_stable =
  @(posedge bclk) disable iff (!brst_n)
    (state==START) |=> $stable(bwrite);
endproperty
assert property (p_bwrite_stable);
property p_wdata_stable
  @(posedge bclk) disable iff (!brst_n)
    (state==START) |=> $stable(wdata);
endproperty
assert property (p_wdata_stable);

Figure 10. Bus must remain stable 

requirements
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The remaining requirements in Figure 10 

specify that the bus controls, address, and 

data signals must remain stable between a bus 

START state and the bus ACTIVE state. 

Although we did not explicitly state a low 

power requirement, many parallel busses 

require that the data and address lines hold 

their previous values to prevent switching 

(and thus, consuming power). We can easily 

extend the properties in our previous example 

to check for stability between the INACTIVE to 

INACTIVE state, ACTIVE to INACTIVE state, and 

the ACTIVE to START state.

unpipelined parallel  

bus inTerFace coVeraGe

The objective of adding coverage into our 

assertion-based monitor is to identify the 

proper occurrence for various types of bus 

transactions, which ultimately will help us 

analyze the quality of our simulation’s random-

generated stimulus. We use our assertion-

based monitor to convert the bus pin-level ac-

tivity to transaction streams, which are then 

reported to a coverage collector (see Figure 1). 

The coverage collector can then count activity 

in terms of transactions or fields contained in 

transaction objects.

When creating a set of SVA interface 

assertions for our simple parallel bus, our first 

task is to identify a list of natural language 

coverage items. 

Table 3. Unpipelined coverage items

The following example demonstrates how to 

add coverage to our assertion-based monitor 

using the AVM analysis communication 

facility.

 
property p_transaction;      
  int psize;
  tr_t pkind;

  @(posedge bclk)
    ((state==INACTIVE) ##1 (state==START), 
                    psize=0, pkind = tr_t’(bwrite)) |=>
        ((state==ACTIVE), ++psize)
    ##1 ((start==START) ##1 
         ((state==ACTIVE), ++psize))[*0:$]
    ##1 ((state==INACTIVE), docov(size, 
pkind));
  endproperty
  c_transaction: cover property (p_transaction);

  function void docov (tr_s sval, tr_t kval);
    mem_cov_t tr = new();
    tr.size = sval;
    tr.kind = kval;
    tr.trEnd = $time;
    af.write(tr); // send to analysis_fifo
  endfunction

Figure 11. Bus transaction type and size 

coverage

The property p_transaction tracks the 

occurrence of (possibly consecutive) 

transactions on the bus. It uses the local 

variables psize and pkind to record the burst 

size and the type of the transactions. The 

type of transaction is recorded in the pkind 

local variable of the property when the state 

transitions from INACTIVE to START, at which 

time the psize counter, which will record the 

size of the burst, is initialized to zero. Per the 

state diagram in Fig-ure 3, and the p_valid_

start_transition property in Figure 8, the state 

must transition from START to ACTIVE on the 

next clock, at which time we increment the 

psize counter. After this, the state may, for 

an unspecified number of times (including 

zero), cycle between START and ACTIVE, 

while incrementing psize in each ACTIVE 

state to reflect the size of the burst. After the 

last ACTIVE state, it will transition back to 

INACTIVE. Upon successful completion of this 

property, the docov() function is called, which 

allows the gathered coverage information to be 

communicated to the rest of the testbench.

analysis communicaTion  
in The aVm

The simplest way to communicate coverage 

or other analysis information from a module in 

the AVM is to use the analysis_fifo, which is a 

specialized transaction-level communication 

object defined in the AVM. The analysis_fifo, 

like other communication devices in AVM, 

is modeled as a class. The monitor module 

accesses the write() method of the fifo, which 

is a nonblocking function that stores the 

specified transaction in the fifo, from which the 

coverage collector will retrieve it. The monitor 

module is defined with an analysis_fifo port as 

shown:

 
module unpipelined_bus_mon (
   bclk, 
   brst_n, 
   bsel, 
   ben,
   bwrite,
   analysis_fifo #(mem_cov_t) af // analysis_fifo
);
    ...
   endmodule
 module top;
     analysis_fifo #(mem_cov_t) af = new(“mon_
fifo”);
     unpipelined_bus_mon mon(.af(af),…);
   ...
   endmoduleCoverage item name Summary

c_transaction Cover types of transac-
tions (bwrite=1 for 
write, bwrite=0 for read) 
and cover burst length 
(single or back-to-back 
transactions)
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As you can see, SystemVerilog allows the 

monitor module to have an input port whose 

type is the parameterized analysis_fifo class. 

The AVM sup-ports connecting the “other” 

side of the analysis_fifo object to the coverage 

collector, which may itself be implemented 

as either a module or a class. The mem_

cov_t object type contains all the information 

needed by the coverage collector to report the 

transactions that occurred. In a similar manner, 

any of the other properties could be extended 

to communicate success or failure information 

back to the testbench as well.

summary 

In this article, I presented a systematic 

approach to creating assertion-based monitors 

that are compliant with the Mentor Graphics 

Advanced Verification Methodology (AVM), 

which can be used within a Questa simulation 

environment as well as the 0-In formal 

verification environment. I demonstrated the 

approach on a simple unpipelined bus protocol 

to illustrate the AVM’s ability to integrate 

module-based components with class-based 

components in the testbench environment. 

This powerful and flexible approach to test-

bench architecture allows the assertions to 

be first-class contributors to the operation of 

the testbench, without sacrificing any of the 

power or usability of the assertions for formal 

verification. 

end noTes

  1. Our generic unpipelined parallel bus 

example is based on the AMBA™ Advance 

Peripheral Bus (APB) protocol. Our goal in this 

section is to demonstrate how to create an AVM 

compliant assertion-based monitor versus 

teaching you all the details about a particular 

industry standard. Hence, we present a generic, 

simple, unpipelined parallel bus protocol, 

which should allow you to focus on our recom-

mended process without getting overwhelmed 

by details.

noTes
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absTracT
State-of-the-art functional verification 

environments are typically implemented using 

a distributed architecture, with a number of 

components such as transactors, monitors, 

checkers, scoreboards, and so on. All of these 

components, including the design under test, 

have complex interaction patterns. In addition, 

with constrained random stimuli becoming 

the norm, it is extremely hard to predict how 

long the test be allowed to run. If not run long 

enough, we end up with inconclusive results. If 

run too long, a lot of the simulation resources 

are wasted, reducing overall verification 

efficiency.  

To efficiently detect the end of test in an 

AVM(1)-based verification environment, we 

need a Shutdown Manager(SM) utility which 

provides two services: 1) normal end of test 

detection, and 2) activity monitoring. The 

implementation is based on a simple objection-

based scheme, where each component raises 

an objection when busy and lowers it to indicate 

it’s done for the moment. This article gives an 

overview of the implementation of a SM as 

well as examples of using it in an AVM-based 

verification environment.

 
inTroducTion

With the adoption of constrained random-

based methodology, verification environments 

are becoming increasingly sophisticated, 

containing of a number of concurrently active 

threads, with complex interaction patterns. 

When writing a test in such an environment, 

especially with random stimuli, it is quite 

a challenge for the verification engineer to 

determine when to declare the test completed 

and stop a simulation session. 

A test may complete for any number of reasons. 

Examples include, but are not limited to: absolute 

time (specified in number of simulation cycles, 

or amount of time in ns, for example), the 

number of transactions to be issued, or when 

a functional coverage goal has been met. There 

are a number of possible conditions under 

which a test may complete, and the challenge 

is to determine when those conditions are 

being met. For simple, directed testbenches, a 

timeout based on the number of transactions 

can be applied to declare a test done.  Another 

straightforward approach is to run the test for a 

fixed amount of cycles after the last transaction 

is generated. Such guesswork is inadequate 

when the number and type of transactions 

generated are large and random, especially for 

complex interaction patterns. 

In this article, we describe a Shutdown 

Manager (SM) base class, written in 

SystemVerilog, that encapsulates the end-

of-test detection functionality and provides a 

mechanism for notifying the testbench that a 

test has ended. This class was developed as 

part of SystemVerilog FrameWworksTM(2), 

a productivity enhancement tool that help 

verification teams get a jumpstart on creating 

and maintaining SystemVerilog based 

verification environments. Next, we provide 

examples to show how an instance of this class 

can be easily integrated into an AVM based 

verification environment. 

shuTdoWn manaGer
The Shutdown Manager base class is 

intended to be straightforward, flexible, and 

easy to understand. This base class provides 

the following two services:

Normal Test Completion Service: Provides 

notification of normal end-of-test conditions 

using raising and lowering of objections.

Activity Monitor Service:  Provides notifi-

cation of abnormal end-of-test conditions based 

on a user-configurable design/environment 

inactivity watchdog timer value.

normal TesT compleTion serVice

The normal test completion service is used 

for tests which complete gracefully and do 

not end due to errors or activity timeouts.  An 

objection mechanism is used to implement 

this service.  Any element of the verification 

environment, typically an instance of a class 

derived from avm_named_component, which 

initiates or processes a stimulus, is responsible 

for raising an objection to the test completing.  

When the verification element observes the 

expected response to the stimulus, it may then 

lower the objection to the test completion.

objecTion counTer

The test completion service indicates test 

completion when there are no objections 

raised.  The objection mechanism can be 

thought of simply as a counter.  The counter is 

incremented each time an objection is raised, 

and decremented each time an objection is 

lowered. The current implementation allows 

for multiple kinds of objections, meaning 

there can be multiple counters concurrently 

active. The predefined enumerated type 

SVF_ObjectionKind_e is used to describe 

all objection types for which the objection 

mechanism is used.  There is a predefined 

enumerated type SVF_ObjectionKind_e, 

Detecting end-of-test conditions—A Shutdown Manager implementation  
for an AVM-based verification environment 
Dr. Ambar Sarkar and Matt Trostel, Paradigm Works, Inc.
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initially set to TEST_DONE.  TEST_DONE is 

the most basic objection type which may be 

used, although others could be envisioned that 

would enable the SM to manage progression of 

the verification components through different 

phases of test execution.  A unique counter is 

maintained for each SVF_ObjectionKind_e.  

Example: 

typedef enum [TEST_DONE] SVF_  

                      ObjectionKind_e;

The Shutdown Manager objection 

mechanism also provides debugging aids.  

A user may find it useful to determine the 

component which raised or lowered an 

objection.  To facilitate this, any component 

using the Shutdown Manager is required to 

register itself with the SM.  This registration 

is implemented via a SM function call which 

returns a unique tag to the component. This 

tag could optionally simply be the hierarchical 

instance name of the component, as managed 

in the avm_named_component base class. 

This tag can then be used for all subsequent 

invocations of raise/dropObjection (see table 

3.1 for a description of the SM objection user 

interface).  A unique counter is maintained for 

each tag registered with the SM.  In addition, 

the simulation timestamp is recorded each 

time an objection is raised or lowered.

The Table 3.1 (at right) enumerates the 

user interface methods provided by this base 

class.

acTiViTy moniTor serVice

The activity monitor service provides a 

mechanism to indicate when the design has 

been inactive for a user-specified period of 

time.  This service is useful for detecting, 

for example, when the design has entered a 

deadlock condition and ceases all activity on 

its interfaces.

The activity monitor service keeps track 

of a timeout counter, which is loaded to a 

default value if the user does not specify it.  

This counter is reset every time new activity is 

detected, or when the reset( ) method is called.  

The startActivity( ) method is provided to load 

the counter with the user-specified timeout 

value.  Once the counter has been loaded via 

startActivity( ), the count will decrement on 

every clock tick. When the activity counter 

reaches a value of zero, an event is triggered 

to notify the testbench of an activity timeout.  

It is left up to the testbench to determine 

the subsequent course of action.  Table 3.2 

(below) enumerates the methods provided by 

the activity monitor service.

examples
Here are two examples of using the SM 

class in a typical verification environment.  The 

first shows how to instantiate and use a SM. 

It also shows how the top-level environment 

can detect the end of the test. In the second 

Table 3.1:  Methods of the SVF Shutdown Manager base class normal test completion service

Method Description

task new ( ) Constructor which creates an instance of the 
Shutdown Manager object.

function string registerSM() Registers a component with the SM and returns a unique tag 
(as a string).

task raiseObjection 

(string a_tag, SVF_ObjectionKind_e 

a_objectionKind)

Raises an objection to the predefined enumerated type passed 
via the a_objectionKind parameter.

task dropObjection

(string a_tag, SVF_ObjectionKind_e 

a_objectionKind)

Drops an objection to the predefined enumerated type passed via 
the a_objectionKind parameter.  An error is issued if dropObjection 
is called and there is no corresponding raiseObjection for a_objec-
tionKind.

function integer getObjectionCount

(SVF_ObjectionKind_e a_objection-

Kind)

Returns the objection count for the current number of objections to 
a_objectionKind.

event testComplete_ev; Event which is triggered when all completions have been dropped.

task resetObjections ( ) Clears all objections pending.

Table 3.2:  Methods of the SVF Shutdown Manager base class activity monitor service

Method/Property Description

task new ( ) Constructor which creates an instance of the SVF  
Shutdown Manager object.

task startActivity ( ) Loads the timeout counter with the value specified in numTimeout-
Cycles (i.e., when there is design activity).

task stopActivity ( ) Disables the activity monitor from decrementing the activity cycle 
counter.  The activity monitor may be re-started via startActivity ( ).

integer numTimeoutCycles = 20000; User-constrainable field to control count value which gets loaded for 
every call to reset( ) or startActivity( );

event activityTimeout_ev; Event which is triggered when the activity counter has reached 0, 
indicating an activity timeout.
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example, we show how “execution gating” can 

be implemented, where the individual phases 

of the various verification components can be 

made to progress through individual stages in a 

synchronized manner.

example 1. creaTinG an insTance  

oF shuTdoWn manaGer

The following code snippets show how 

various components in the verification 

environment can use the shutdown manager. 

Basically, the top-level environment object 

creates an instance of the SM object and  

passes it to various components during their 

initialization. The individual components then 

raise and lower the objections as needed. 

Finally, the top-level environment object waits 

for all the objections to be dropped before 

declaring the test completed.

example 2. execuTion GaTinG

It is also possible to implement an 

“execution gating” scenario, where the 

top level environment can ensure that the 

various phases of the execution proceed only 

when all the components are done with their 

respective phases. In the following code, a 

possible implementation is shown, where 

each participating component is expected to 

raise and lower their corresponding objections 

related to each phase. The phases gated are 

the configuration and execution phases.

Example 1

// A typical verification component using the shutdown manager
class my_component extends avm_verification_component;
 pw_svf_shutdown_mgr m_sm; // Keep a reference to the SM object

 function new( string name, 
avm_named_component parent = null,
pw_svf_ shutdown_mgr sm); // Pass a handle to the SM object
  super.new(name, parent); 
  this.m_sm = sm;
 endfunction:new;

 // Typical call to execute this component
 task run;
  do 
begin
  // Raise the objection. The test will 
  // not be complete until this objection is dropped
  m_sm.raiseObjection(this.name); // Raise objection

  // Complete the task for this iteration
  ….
  m_sm.dropObjection(); // Drop objection 
         end
 while (1);
     endtask;run;
endclass; 

// Create an instance of sm in the top-level environment 
class verify_env extends avm_env;
… 
// Declare the instance
pw_svf_shutdown_mgr m_sm;    

// Various components in this interface
my_component m_cmp

 // Creates a new instance of the environment
 // Creates an instance of the SM
 // Passes it on to various participating components   
function new(string name);
 …
 this.m_sm = new ();
 m_cmp = new(.name(“Component”), .sm(this.m_sm));
 …
endfunction:new;

task execute;
 // Fork off the main execution thread
fork
  // do the main work
  do_main_t();
 join_none
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Example 1, cont.

Example 2

 // Wait until all the components are done
 // Or there is an activity timeout
 fork
begin
   @(m_sm.testComplete_ev);
   avm_report_message(“Test completed normally!”);
  end
begin
   @(m_sm.activityTimeout_ev);
   avm_report_error(“Activity timeout!!!!”);
  end
 join_any
  
endtask:execute; 
endclass

// Create an instance of sm in the top-level environment 
class verify_env_with_gating extends avm_env;
…
 task configure;
      // Reset objections before starting this phase
      m_sm.resetObjections();
      fork
  // Spawn off various configuration tasks
  …
      join_none

 // Wait until all the components are done with this phase
 // Or there is an activity timeout
 fork
begin
  @(m_sm.testComplete_ev);
  avm_report_message(“verify_env_with_gating::configure 
  completed normally!”);
      end
begin
  @(m_sm.activityTimeout_ev);
  avm_report_error(“verify_env_with_gating::configure activity timeout!!!!”);
      end
 join_any
 endtask:configure
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Example 2, cont.

conclusion
The Shutdown Manager class offers an 

efficient, easy to use approach to detect the 

end of tests, or the completion of individual 

test phases in sophisticated verification 

environments. We have shown how the SM 

can be instantiated in the AVM environment to 

coordinate the execution of individual verification 

components, and how the components 

themselves can be designed to utilize the SM 

to report their progress. The flexibility of the 

AVM allows you to define a library of project- 

or company-specific library components that 

can be layered on top of the AVM base classes, 

and also used in conjunction with the AVM, to 

customize your environment for your particular 

needs. The open-source nature of the AVM,  

 

 

 

 

and Mentor’s willingness to adapt, enhance and 

propagate the AVM, means that components 

such as the SM can easily be contributed by 

third-party providers and promulgated to a 

wide audience in future versions of the AVM. 

The authors are looking forward to participating 

in this process.
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task execute;
       // Reset objections before starting this phase
       m_sm.resetObjections();
       fork
  // Spawn off various execute tasks
  …
       join_none

 // Wait until all the components are done with this phase
 // Or there is an activity timeout
 fork
begin
  @(m_sm.testComplete_ev);
  avm_report_message(“verify_env_with_gating::execute 
  completed normally!”);
  end
begin
  @(m_sm.activityTimeout_ev);
  avm_report_error(“verify_env_with_gating::execute activity timeout!!!!”);
  end
 join_any
 endtask:connect
 …

endclass
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inTroducTion
Reusing existing designs within your new 

projects is an everyday occurrence. The primary 

benefit is clear: faster project completion time. 

However, the fundamental concern is also 

evident: does this code work and is it high 

quality? The goal is to find out the answer to 

that question as fast as possible. You don’t 

want to burn off all the time that you would 

have saved reusing the code by endeavoring to 

bring the code up to your high standards or by 

exhaustively testing the design.

Before you even get to the point of verifying 

this code, there are several steps that you can 

take to answer the key question of reuse by 

using HDL Designer.TM

 
The process

Project schedules are either driven from the 

top down (management sets a date) or from the 

bottom up (engineering rolls up time estimates). 

The team uses a specification for the project to 

determine what needs to be created and what 

can be reused. 

Regardless of the scheduling technique, 

there exists an estimated time value for the 

project duration. Someone has determined how 

much time reusing block(s) of code will save 

within the project which we will call Tsavings.

If this number is not available, you can 

estimate a value of pure time savings (not 

accounting for time it takes to reuse the code 

within the new project). Base the estimate on 

the number of hours that you think it would take 

to write the code from scratch (using your past 

experience).

The next sections cover the process used to 

validate the estimate of Tsavings:

• Determine design integrity: Is the code 

complete and do you understand (at a high-

level) what the code does? 

• Determine code quality: Can the code 

be easily reused and does it meet any 

standards you might have? 

• Establish design validity: Does the design 

simulate and function as expected? 

Throughout this process, you will adjust 

Tsavings, by tallying up the negative impact 

caused by the time it actually will take to 

reuse the code: Treduce. Then you will decide 

what an acceptable value is for Tsavings after 

accounting for Treduce.

deTermine desiGn inTeGriTy
Design integrity fundamentally means that all 

the code is complete and ready for simulation. 

If the code has successfully been used in a 

product, you should have a higher level of 

comfort that the code is complete. However, 

when faced with a directory of data to reuse, 

you need to figure out what files are necessary 

and which ones can be discarded for your 

new project. Then, you need to figure out the 

integrity of the remaining files.

Typically, the first step is to find the top level 

of the design in order to ascertain which files 

comprise the design description from the root 

of the design on down. Additionally, you can 

eliminate any extraneous files from the project. 

Extra files are the hardest to deal with and 

they can include design variants, experimental 

blocks, and the output of design tools (that are 

not required for the new project).

Using HDL Designer you can point to your 

directory of source files and the tool parses for 

errors. In addition it finds the top level of your 

design automatically, as illustrated in Figure 1 

below:

Is Your RTL Worthy of Reuse? 
by Tom Dewey, Technical Marketing Engineer, Mentor Graphics Corporation
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Missing files are represented via a report 

and within the hierarchy representation of the 

design (in red). The Hierarchy window displays 

the topology of the design so that you can 

understand the composition of the design units 

in relationship to the source files, as illustrated 

in Figure 2 to the right:

dealinG WiTh missinG Files

On the surface, missing files can be a signal 

that the design is not worthy of reusing and 

this can shake your confidence that this code 

was ever used in production. However, deeper 

analysis is required:

• Include or package files. Sometimes  

the missing files are simply include or 

package files that are defined once and 

reused on many projects. Many times these 

files are located in a central location for all 

project teams to use. If that is the case, 

then the missing files exist, you just need 

to track them down and make them part of 

your new project. In this case:

    Impact on Treduce: negligible.

• Referenced technology instances. 

Sometimes, the original designer references 

a technology-specific block or cell that is 

automatically inserted via a downstream 

tool or generator. If the same downstream 

tools and technology are used in the new 

project:

    Impact to Treduce: negligible. 

If the downstream tools are different or the 

project is using a different technology:

    Impact to Treduce: medium to large. 

In this case, you need to replace the 

instance with actual RTL code or find an 

equivalent cell in the new technology (if one 

even exists). Estimate the time it will take in 

hours to create and debug this code or to 

investigate a match in the new technology.

• Referenced blocks. Other times, the 

referenced block is a place holder for a 

block that was to be created later in the 

project. If that block is available, and you 

need to just find it:

    Impact to Treduce: negligible.

If that block never got created:

    Impact to Treduce: medium to large. 

Here, you have to estimate the time in hours 

it would take you to create the sub-block 

yourself.

dealinG WiTh errors

Again, if you see syntax or semantic errors, 

the tendency is to walk away from the code. 

However, deeper analysis is 

required here as well:

• Missing files. If the 

design had missing files, 

tools can react badly and 

issue a slew of errors. 

Some of these errors 

cascade throughout the 

code. For example, if you 

are missing a package 

file that defines a custom 

type, then everywhere 

that type is used can 

cause an error.

    Impact to Treduce: refer 

to the previous section on 

dealing with missing files.

In the best case, adding a missing file to 

your new project could eliminate all the 

errors that you are experiencing. Worst 

case, you still have errors to deal with.

• Simulator settings. Quite often a simulator 

requires a certain setting to get error-free 

compilation or runs. 

    Impact to Treduce: minimal. 

You can configure Questa® settings using 

the Task browser, as illustrated in Figure 3 

below:
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If the errors are of this type, you just need 

to know what option to set and rerun the 

simulator.

• Actual errors. These are errors that you 

must fix in order to move forward with the 

design. Typically, syntax errors are easier 

to fix than semantic errors. Syntax errors 

can mean simply adding or changing a 

character or fixing a typographical error. 

Semantic errors mean that code has 

violated the Language Reference Manual 

(LRM) in the use of the construct.

    Impact to Treduce: medium.

Use your experience to gauge the average 

time to fix a syntax error. For example, 

it might take 15 minutes on average to 

change the code and verify the fix. In this 

case, divide the number of syntax errors 

by � to get an hour value for Treduce. For 

semantic errors, allot at least double the 

time to fix and validate.

undersTandinG The desiGn

You can understand what the code does by 

using HDL Designer visualization techniques. 

The tool can generate a spreadsheet (Interface 

Based Design - IBD) or block diagram view to 

see the top-level structure of your design. Then 

you can visualize the lower level blocks as IBD 

tables, block diagrams, finite state machines, 

or flowcharts.

HDL Designer can convert code to graphics 

to allow you to edit and to generate VHDL or 

Verilog. So, if you find a missing design block, 

you can quickly create it, as illustrated below.

3 checkpoinT one

After you tally up the hours for Treduce 

based on missing files and errors, you need 

to figure out the impact on Tsavings. Then, 

you need to make a decision if this impact 

is acceptable or not. If acceptable, you can 

continue your discovery process. 

If not, you should be prepared to walk away 

(and schedule an urgent meeting with the team 

and management).

deTermine code QualiTy

Assuming that the code passed Checkpoint 

One, quality is the next consideration. HDL 

Designer automates code quality assessment. 

Often, a company has a set of reuse rules 

commonly based on the Reuse Methodology 

Manual. Separately, companies capture rules 

that represent collective knowledge about 

code that can cause design errors. Activate 

these rules separately and run the tool to 

assess reuse and quality. 

HDL Designer also scores the code by 

using weights for each rule. The following 

figure shows the Design Quality results from 

an analysis run.

In this example, the code scored an 89% 

rating. Most of the problems were due to Code 

Reuse violations. Code quality typically is 

categorized by:

• Coding practices. Violations that indicate 

potential functional errors. Examples include 

incomplete sensitivity lists, unintended 

combinational feedback, unused signals, 

and multiply-driven signals. You must 

correct these errors in order to reuse the 

code.

   Impact to Treduce: medium.

On average, it can take about 30 minutes 

for each violation. Divide the total number 

of violations by 2 to arrive at an estimate in 

hours for Treduce.

• Downstream tool issues. Violations that 

indicate the code will have problems in a 

specific tool in your tool chain. For example, 

the code contains elements that cannot be 

synthesized. These checks assume that your 

team has created rules based on experience 

with a particular set of downstream tools to 

be used in the project.

    Impact to Treduce: can be major. 

Changing code to meet the needs of a 

downstream tool can be complex. It can 

mean rewriting big pieces of code and 

recoding due to unsupported 

constructs. Use your experience, 

but allot at least an hour for each 

of these violations. Add them to 

your Treduce value.

• Style. Violations due to how 

code physically appears in the file. 

These checks are typically focused 

around reuse, making the code 

easier for someone to read and 

therefore reuse. Examples include: using 

one declaration per line, comment rules, 

indentation, and consistent FSM encoding 

technique. Checks for parameterization can 

fall into this category as well. Hard-coded 

values (for example signal widths) make the 

code less flexible. This could indicate that 
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you need to recode to meet your particular 

design needs.

Thus, these violations don’t strictly need 

to be addressed, but they do give you 

an indication of how easy it will be to 

understand and reuse the code.

    Impact to Treduce: minimal. 

There is no need to account for this in your 

Treduce value, unless unparameterized 

code will cause you to change the code for 

use within your new project.

HDL Designer allows you to examine 

violations and quickly understand and track 

down the problem through the Results window, 

as seen below:

3 checkpoinT TWo

Your code quality assessment is often 

the point where you decide to go ahead with 

the reuse process or to stop. Add up your 

estimated hours for Treduce based on your 

code quality assessment. Remember that this 

variable is incremental, as it includes the time 

that you previously estimated to determine the 

design integrity from Checkpoint One.

esTablish desiGn ValidiTy

The most time spent in a project is typically 

validating code; whether it is new code or 

reused code. At this stage, you are trying 

to ensure that the reused code functions as 

expected. Verification is a complex process 

that can require many techniques and features 

using Questa. For quick evaluation of the 

reused code, you need to establish some 

simple “markers” that can help you decide 

the validity of the code, instead of actually 

performing the process:

• Does a testbench exist? If not, you will 

have to create or generate one, and that will 

take time.

    Impact to Treduce: major. 

A testbench that minimally can test if the 

code at least responds to input can take 

many hours. A testbench that can give you 

confidence that the code is fully 

functional can take weeks. You could 

try to get by without a testbench for 

the code block and just use the high-

level testbench for the entire project, 

but it is not advised. Estimate a value 

for Treduce based on your approach 

and your experience.

• Does the testbench contain 

many tests? If not, you will have to 

add testing routines to it to ensure 

acceptable coverage. Look for the 

use of more advanced techniques like 

monitors, scoreboards, randomized 

tests. These indicate a comprehensive 

testing strategy. Simple vector tests could 

indicate that the testbench does not fully 

exercise the design.

    Impact to Treduce: variable.

The impact depends on the level of tests 

that you are comfortable with. Add in the 

appropriate hours to Treduce to achieve this 

comfort level. 

• Analyze code coverage. Does the test-

bench exercise the entire design? If you find 

that the coverage level is unacceptable, you 

will have to upgrade the testbench.

    Impact to Treduce: variable.

The impact is minimal if the coverage is 

acceptable. The impact can be major if the 

coverage is not acceptable or if you need to 

insert appropriate code for code coverage. 

Add in the appropriate hours to Treduce.

• Do the testbench and the design contain 

assertions? If not, debugging time will 

increase. Assertions allow you to pin-point 

the logic and the exact time a violation 

occurred. Without them, you typically have 

to work your way back from a bad output 

value to find out the logical cause for the 

error. 

    Impact to Treduce: variable.

The impact is minimal if the code has quality 

assertions. The impact can be major if your 

debugging time will increase due to lack of 

assertions. Add in the appropriate hours to 

Treduce based on your findings.

• Do you get simulation errors? Each one 

will take time to debug.

    Impact to Treduce: variable.

The impact is related to the quantity of 

errors. Use an average value for each error. 

For example, your experience might tell you 

it takes two hours to debug a logic or timing 

violation. For each error, multiply it by your 

average estimate and add to Treduce.

• How much time do you actually spend 

simulating? If you are lucky, the code 

that you are trying to reuse has a quality 

testbench. If the code is large and complex, 

running the simulation could take significant 

time. Run the full simulation to get the 

time required. This will inform you of the 

most time it will take to run a simulation 

for the reused code, each time you make 

a change. Of course, if you are using a 

good verification environment that can 

identify specific tests that should run due 

to particular code changes, this time will be 

reduced.

    Impact to Treduce: variable. 

You have to simulate the code at least 

once, regardless of whether or not the code 

is reused or your own. However, as you 

modify code, you will have to re-simulate. 

You can estimate the number of re-spins 
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for the reused code and add that to the 

simulation time. This will at least account 

for the maximum, extra time it will take to 

validate changes to the reused code.

Using HDL Designer integrated with Questa 

can further help you check the validity of your 

code. The HDL Designer integration provides:

• Incremental compilation, load, and run 

using a single button.

• Interactive graphical representations 

(block diagrams, FSMs, etc.) allow you to:
u Control the simulator from graphics
u Set and monitor break points 

and probes
u Cross reference and trace between 

graphics and the simulator windows.
u Animate FSMs and flowcharts.

• Interaction and management of data a 

nd reports from the simulator within the 

HDL Designer environment.

3 checkpoinT Three

No matter how you define your quick tests 

to check code validity, this checkpoint is 

important. Fundamentally, if the code does not 

function correctly, you cannot reuse it without 

significant effort. And, adding testing code 

structures around the code is often the most 

time consuming process of a project. Thus, 

you should err on the side of pessimism when 

calculating the work (and time) it will take to 

validate the code.

Add up your estimated hours for Treduce 

based on your code validity assessment. Add 

this number to the Treduce value estimated at 

the first two checkpoints.

sharinG The  
reuse experience

A good approach to sharing your discovery 

process is to create a high-level website that 

contains a list of designs available for reuse. 

At the top level, enter a brief design description 

and add your comments on the checkpoints 

so that everyone knows its status. Then use 

the HTML Export feature of HDL Designer to 

automatically create an interactive website 

for each design that includes the following 

information from your discovery process:

• The RTL source, including the testbench 

(leaving behind any source that is not part 

of the design).

• Graphical representations of the source 

code that you created during your discovery 

process.

• Documents and scripts that you found 

useful.

• Supporting design files (like C files, 

memory content files, processor software, 

etc.).

• Your integrity, quality, and validation 

notes or reports.

The figure above illustrates a sample of the 

HTML Export output.

Encourage others to view your website 

to spread word about the process for quick 

evaluation of reused code. To start off, let your 

colleagues and immediate co-designers (and 

ultimately remote teams and the corporation) 

know about the effort so that the top-level 

web page becomes a useful central reuse 

repository.

conclusion

The method of reusing code in order to 

accelerate design projects promises to remain 

a common practice. What is uncommon is a 

technique to determine, within a day’s time, 

whether or not a piece of code is worthy of 

reuse. This paper provides one method of 

validating whether the initial estimate of the 

time savings due to recycling code actually 

will be realized.

Establishing your own reuse methodology 

now will encourage a new method for thinking 

about the problem and will allow you to identify 

the tools needed to automate the process. As 

you work with automation techniques and 

tools, you will gravitate towards a design 

flow that naturally enables developing code 

for reuse. Eventually, you will realize that you 

are actually designing new code for reuse 

as an effect of employing practical reuse 

techniques.
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